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M&A / Carve-Outs

• Advised Hitachi Ltd. on its USD 11 billion acquisition of ABB’s power grids business in over 100 jurisdictions (the largest ever acquisition by a Japanese industrial company).

• Advised Symphony Technology Group and other consortium members on the international carve out aspects of their USD 2 billion acquisition of Dell’s RSA cyber business.

• Advised SS&C Technologies on the international carve out aspects of its acquisition of IBM’s Algorithmics business.

• Advised Siemens AG on its acquisition of Process Enterprise Solutions Ltd for an undisclosed amount.

• Advised SUEZ on the international aspects of its acquisition the Water & Process Technologies business from General Electric from USD 3.4 billion.

• Advised Daimler on its investment into What3Words.

• Advised Daimler on its joint venture with Via for ViaVans.

• Advised Emerson Electric Co. on the international aspects of its disposal of the Closetmaid business to Griffon Corporation.

• Advised Emerson Electric Co. on the international aspects of its acquisition of the valves and controls business from Pentair Plc for USD 3.15 billion.

• Advised Emerson Electric Co. on the international carve out and disposal of its Network Power Business to Platinum Equity for USD 4 billion.

• Advised Emerson Electric Co. on the international carve out and disposal of its motors, drives and alternators to Nidec Corp. for USD 1.4 billion.

• Advised Emerson Electric Co. on the international carve out and disposal of its PTS business to Regal Beloit for USD 1.4 billion.

• Advised Emerson Electric Co. on the international carve out and joint venture of its EC&P business to Platinum Equity for USD 500 million.

• Advised British American Tobacco on its acquisition of to acquire TDR d.o.o. and other tobacco and retail assets from Adris Grupa d.d. for a total enterprise value of EUR 550 million.

• Advised General Motors on the carve out acquisition of the Steering Business (now Nexteer Automotive) from Delphi Automotive and subsequent disposal to PCM.

• Advised Nexteer Automotive and BOCI on the listing of Nexteer Automotive Group Limited on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
• Advised Kerry Foods on its proposed acquisition for Peparami from Unilever.

• Advised Giorgio Armani on the 50% acquisition of Presidio Holdings Limited (Armani Exchange brand) from Como Holdings, Inc for USD 160 million.

Private Equity

• Advised Nordic Capital on several bids for assets in the IMT sector.

• Advised Nordic Capital on its acquisition of the Paganini Business from ABB.

• Advised the management team of Global Blue on the tertiary buy-out by Silverlake and Partners Group from Equistone Private Equity for EUR 1 billion.

• Advised Ontario Teachers Pension Plan Board in connection with the buyout of Camelot Group plc and Camelot Group Services Limited for GBP 500 million.

• Advised Platinum Equity, LLC on various LBOs and exits, including: Hays Logistics (rebranded as ACR logistics), the European logistics business (LBO and EUR 490 million exit) and the disposal of four business units in the automotive sector to each of Sumitomo, Leoni, Draxelmaier and Kromberg & Schubert.

• Advised CHAMP Ventures on its sale of Amdel Holdings Limited to Bureau Veritas Australia Pty Limited.

Infrastructure

• Advised Prime Super (led by Whitehelm Capital) on its acquisition of an interest in a Swedish Wind Farm from Dong.

• Advised Macquarie on its acquisition of Towercom, a Slovak towers business, from J&T Finance Group for EUR 132 million.

• Advised a consortium led by Access Capital Advisors comprising PGGM, APG and certain Australian superannuation funds on the acquisition of 70% of LBC Terminals from Challenger Infrastructure Fund for an aggregate equity value of approximately USD 300 million.

• Advised for Deutsche Lufthansa AG in relation to the sale of BMI Mainline to IAG (the holding company for BA and Iberia); in relation to the sale of BMI Regional to a consortium of Scottish investors and in relation to the restructuring of its interest in NATS (the UK national air traffic control system).

• Advised ALS Limited on its acquisition of global provider of specialist oil and gas services and equipment Reservoir Group from SCF Partners and other shareholders for USD 533 million.